
“Just when no one was looking, the scorched ground beneath 
her became the golden path to her unstoppable strength”. 

 
 

Pain surely feels impossible to recover from when it becomes an abrupt way of life. 
Being accustomed to routine whether it is desired we tend to have a concrete answer on how we 
will continue with our days, what our hours will consist of, what our feelings will entertain. 
Remember that the emptiness of your heart cannot be filled with instant glorification of what the 
world has to offer but by the process of nurturing your faith that starts as small as a mustard seed. 
In due time all that was lost will be recovered and all that was left behind will surely motivate 
you to continue on. Patience can allow the mind to sit in stillness as the world around you moves 
insanely too fast. The vastness in instant glorification becomes subject to loss of hope, forever 
seeking the unjust and fraternizing with the despicable. Use wise judgement while you prosper 
into the next realm of life and embrace the days where your journey proves to be much harder 
than the next.  

As powerful as they seem they clothe themselves in cloth of the rich fragrance of the overtly righteous 

and their soul perishes with guilt 

Longing for a sign that is arbitrarily accustomed to fill the void of our own disbelief  

We wonder 

Life is to be fruitful, divine in the spirit of service and must draw happiness from the Earth that rest 

beneath our feet 

Searching for lust opens our hearts minds and souls to carry the burden of man-made  

Advising against our right minds and true self denies others the blessing they so need 

By the way of the blessed spirit we squander peace from chaos and abundance from unreconciled 

dwellings 

For through the eyes of the beholder beauty, strength and purpose is sought  

But by the power invested in you we find life 
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